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Soft curves and repeating patterns make
this neutral line from Tru Cabinetry a
comfortable, easy choice. Based on a
modernized traditional style, the lines in
this profile make way for the freedom to
mix colors, patterns, and shapes in other
areas of your design.

ALVAR
Alvar 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

1/2” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 3 oak,
5 maple

CASS
Cass 5pc drawer

• 1/2” overlay
•   Veneer, flat center panel
• 2 1/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 3 oak,
5 maple
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NEW TRADITIONAL STYLES

COLFAX

COLFAX ARCH
Colfax 5pc drawer

Base & vanity cabinets
are square ONLY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1/2” overlay
Solid raised center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 6 oak,
8 maple

TUCKER

1/2” overlay
Solid raised center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple

HANS
5 pc drawer not available

Hans 5pc drawer

• 1/2” overlay
• Slab routed solid wood
center panel
• Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple

• 1/2” overlay
• White thermofoil laminated
• Slab routed raised center
panel
• Price group: 4 foil

trucabinetry.com

We’re all about helping our customers create welcoming spaces.
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TWO TONED AND EXTRA TALL
When celebrity designer Jonathan Scott
envisioned the kitchen of this 100-year-old
New Orleans double shotgun home he was
renovating for his popular network TV show
Brothers Take New Orleans, he wanted it to
feel like it was original to the era in which it
was built, yet functional for today’s families.
He accomplished that by opting for doublestacked upper cabinets with wide crown
molding that took advantage of the kitchen’s
height, and sleek dark lowers to add interest.

MORGAN

Get inspired, connect, and share.

DENALI
Morgan 5pc drawer

Denali 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• 2 1/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple, 11 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 4 oak,
6 maple
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NEW TRADITIONAL STYLES

LOGAN

LOGAN ARCH
Logan 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

Base & vanity cabinets
are square ONLY

•
•
•
•

1 1/4” overlay
Solid raised center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple, 11 cherry

ATKINS

1 1/4” overlay
Solid raised center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

ATWOOD
Atkins 5pc drawer

Atwood 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 3/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 5 oak,
7 maple

trucabinetry.com

We’re all about helping our customers create welcoming spaces.
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Tru Cabinetry is rooted in generations of American craftsmanship and located in the heart of some of the
best hardwood forests in the country. We’re driven by small-town pride for our manufacturing community.
While we employ the most modern manufacturing processes available, we use the same joinery and quality
standards that have been around for centuries.

PRATT

PRATT ARCH
Pratt 5pc drawer

Base & vanity cabinets
are square ONLY

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1 1/4” overlay
Raised center panel
2 3/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

ARCTIC

Get inspired, connect, and share.

1 1/4” overlay
Raised center panel
2 3/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 9 oak,
11 maple, 13 cherry

HARPER
Arctic 5pc drawer

Harper 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• White thermofoil raised
panel
• Slab routed center panel
• Price group: 5 foil

•
•
•
•

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
3 1/2” stiles & rails
Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple

SIMPLE & CLEAN
STYLES
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Clean, pure lines and smooth, simple
shapes make up the look of this Tru
Cabinetry line. Minimal ornamentation
means these door profiles are perfect for
modern styling, but also pair with country
and traditional styles.

SHADOWOOD
5 pc drawer not available

• 1/2” overlay
• Veneer, plywood slab
panel
• Beveled edges
• Paint color not available
• Price groups: 2 oak,
4 maple

DELMAR
Delmar 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

1/2” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 3 oak,
5 maple
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SIMPLE & CLEAN STYLES

MONACO

MILANO
5 pc drawer not available

•
•
•
•
•
•

5 pc drawer not available

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, MDF slab panel
Edge banded
Eclipse color not available
Paint is HDF slab panel
Price groups: 3 oak,
5 maple, 7 cherry

DAKOTA

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Slab drawer front
• White thermofoil slab
panel
• Price group: 5 foil

ASHER
Dakota 5pc drawer

Asher 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• 2 1/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple, 11 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 4 oak,
6 maple

trucabinetry.com

We’re all about helping our customers create welcoming spaces.
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FINISHES

PAINT

Natural characteristics of wood grain like knots and mineral spots become more
enhanced with the application of stain. Stained cabinetry is protected by a satin-finish
topcoat that makes it easy to clean and provides supreme durability.

Our painted cabinetry has solid coverage with
a lustrous finish that is oven cured, so it will
hold up to all the rigors of daily life that are
thrown its way. Painted finishes are available
on maple and oak cabinetry, and they cover
the most popular ends of the color spectrum.

NATURAL

AUTUMN

TRU WHITE

RIVER RUN

BRANDYWINE

WHITE

CHESTNUT

SIENNA

CANVAS

GINGER

BLACK WENGE

PEWTER

SEDONA

GRAYSTONE

TAUPE

TOFFEE

SMOKE

WILLOW

HEARTLAND BROWN

SHALE

HARBOR

STAIN

Stains available on maple (shown), oak, and cherry

STONE

GLAZE

Applying glaze over painted or stained cabinetry adds depth and produces a vintage
or distressed look. What’s special about our glazing process is that it’s applied by
hand in our workshop, so every piece has its own personalized touch.

SLATE

TUSCAN GLAZE (on white paint)

TUSCAN GLAZE (on natural maple)

RUSSET GLAZE (on white paint)

RUSSET GLAZE (on natural maple)

ECLIPSE

PLATINUM GLAZE (on white paint)

PLATINUM GLAZE (on natural maple)

TRU BLACK

OBSIDIAN GLAZE (on white paint)

OBSIDIAN GLAZE (on natural maple)

Get inspired, connect, and share.

CRANBERRY

Paint colors available on
maple (shown) and oak.
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SIMPLE & CLEAN STYLES

MARCEL

KLINT
Marcel 5pc drawer

Klint 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Veneer, flat beaded
center panel
• 2 1/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 5 oak,
7 maple
* Beads not centered

• 1/2” overlay
• White thermofoil flat
center panel
• Slab routed center panel
• Price group: 7 foil

SHELBY

GILBERT
Shelby 5pc drawer

Gilbert 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 3/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 6 oak,
8 maple

trucabinetry.com
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SIMPLE & CLEAN STYLES

WESTWOOD

CHALET
Westwood 5pc drawer

Chalet 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• 3 1/2” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 9 oak,
11 maple, 13 cherry

• 1 1/4” overlay
• White thermofoil flat
center panel
• Slab routed center panel
• Price group: 9 foil

BOYCE

PORTER
Boyce 5pc drawer

Porter 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• White thermofoil flat
center panel
• Beaded routed center panel
• Slab drawer front
• Price group: 10 foil
* Beads not centered

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
2 3/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 6 oak,
8 maple

RUSTICALLY MODERN IN NOLA
Celebrity designer Drew Scott was looking to create a rustically modern kitchen
for his popular network TV show Brothers Take New Orleans. He used our Monaco
door profile painted the dark gray color Stone to create a sleek finish that tied in
well with the rest of the kitchen’s rustic finishes.
An 8-foot marble breakfast bar with a modern waterfall edge sits atop Monaco
cabinets painted Tru White. An integrated microwave saves counter space and
hides the appliance from view.

CLASSIC DETAILS
STYLES
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Ornate, modern detail and current
proportions bring an updated look to this
formal door profile line. With styles taken
from ornamental furniture designs, a look
of elegance and formality is created when
choosing from this Tru Cabinetry style.

CHESAPEAKE
Chesapeake 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

1/2” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
Mitered 2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 3 oak, 5 maple

HENRI
Henri 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

1/2” overlay
Solid raised panel
Mitered 2 1/4” stiles & rails
Price groups: 6 oak, 8 maple
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CLASSIC DETAILS STYLES

BRADFORD

HAMILTON
Bradford 5pc drawer

Hamilton 5pc drawer

• 1/2” overlay
• Veneer, flat center panel
• Mitered 2 3/4” stiles
& rails
• Price groups: 4 oak,
6 maple

AIDEN

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Veneer, flat center panel
• Mitered 2 3/4” stiles
& rails
• Price groups: 5 oak,
7 maple

CRANBROOK
Aiden 5pc drawer

Cranbrook 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Veneer, flat center panel
with applied moulding
• 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel with
applied moulding
• 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 10 oak,
12 maple, 14 cherry

trucabinetry.com

We’re all about helping our customers create welcoming spaces.
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CLASSIC DETAILS STYLES

WYATT

MORRIS
Wyatt 5pc drawer

Morris 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid raised center panel
with applied moulding
• 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 10 oak,
12 maple, 14 cherry

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Veneer, flat beaded center
panel with applied moulding
• Mitered 2 3/4” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple
* Beads not centered

KEATON

Get inspired, connect, and share.

MILO
Keaton 5pc drawer

Milo 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• Mitered 3” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
Mitered 3” stiles & rails
Price groups: 6 oak,
8 maple
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CLASSIC DETAILS STYLES

ARTISAN

CAMILLE
Artisan 5pc drawer

Camille 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• Mitered 3” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple, 11 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Solid raised center panel
Mitered 3” stiles & rails
Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

JAMES

ZANDER
James 5pc drawer

Zander 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• Mitered 3” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 9 oak,
11 maple, 13 cherry

1 1/4” overlay
Veneer, flat center panel
Mitered 3” stiles & rails
Price groups: 7 oak,
9 maple

trucabinetry.com

We’re all about helping our customers create welcoming spaces.
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CLASSIC DETAILS STYLES

HAVEN

TREVOR
Haven 5pc drawer

Trevor 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel
• Mitered 3” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

FORSYTH

1 1/4” overlay
Solid raised center panel
Mitered 3” stiles & rails
Price groups: 8 oak,
10 maple, 12 cherry

MERCER
Forsyth 5pc drawer

•
•
•
•

Get inspired, connect, and share.

•
•
•
•

1 1/4” overlay
Solid raised center panel
Mitered 3” stiles & rails
Price groups: 9 oak,
11 maple, 13 cherry

Mercer 5pc drawer

• 1 1/4” overlay
• Solid reverse raised,
flat center panel with
rope insert
• Mitered 3” stiles & rails
• Price groups: 13 oak,
15 maple, 17 cherry

FARMHOUSE FEEL IN CENTRAL FLORIDA
The home of Lori and Clay Littleton might not look like
a farmhouse from the outside, but take one step inside
this 12-year-old ranch in Sanford, Florida and you’ve
arrived in a simpler time, where clean lines, crisp white
hues, and reclaimed wood are king. The modern
farmhouse flavor is arguably the hottest design trend
we’re seeing right now. But this trend is more than a
look. It’s a feeling. It’s casual, it’s comforting, and it
evokes Americana. As Lori’s own design style evolved,
she and her husband slowly started to renovate their
home to match up with the modern farmhouse look
and feel, adding shiplap walls and rustic, antiqued
decor. Their latest project, a kitchen redesign, was a
complete renovation that included the removal of a
wall and relocation of the sink.
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